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FOREWORD

This report describes work directed toward estimating the effect of multiple
Ejection Rack (MER) flexibility on store ejection conditions. This work was
sponsored by the Naval Air Systems Command under AIRTASK

A3200000/009B[3F232000. The report was reviewed by Dr. Thoma3 A. Clare. Head.
Flight Dynamics Group, and Russell D. Cuddy. Head, Aeroballistice Division.

Released by:

RALPH A. NIEMANN
Head. Warfare Arlysis Department
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Structural flexibility has long been suspected as being a factorI
affecting the ejection phase dynamic response of stores. After hook
opening, in-carriage loads, associated with a released store, and anejection recoil force deflect the MER beam away from its initial position,Thiq in turn leaids to a lower ejection velocity, lower ejection pitchrate, aid an induced rolling moment. A theoretical structural dynaimic
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w~del is based upon I:en~lHpitch and yaw deflections and torsion,-0
rotation of the ER beam; wing, pylon, hanger, shoulder pad, and ejeclor
unit deformations are neglected.

Detailed developmeot for the present report is confined to the pitch
plane berndinq and store pitch dynamics case. For small pitch angles
a linear set of kinematic and dunarnic equations for the store ejection
phase is obtained. Samnple computations are given for two stores and
constant aircraft pull-up rates. A 4-g pull-up produces the greatest
structural deformatlions. However, the Pull-up maneuver alone affects
the ejection pitch rate and velocity to a greater extent than the
structural deformation. A break even point occurs for smaller pull-up
rates. For t-he pitch bending case. flexibility probably accounts for no
imore than a l0% deviation from the rigid case. Flexibioity affact, the
ejection angular rate mo-Are significantly.
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ABSTRACT

Structural tlexibidit% has lang been su~p-zcd as being a factor affecting th-
ejctin nast dyamc rcspons;- of stores. After hook opening. in-carritage loads.

associaited with a released store. and in jection recoi? force defle.ct the MEFR beami
awa% troni its initial positio n. -ihis ini t,.i-n heads to .i lower cjection Velocity, lower
ejection pitch raie. and an induced rolling moment- A theoretical structural dynamic
model is based upon -Wlrtioulli- pitch and yaw defle~tions and torsional rotation of
the MER be.tm: wing~. pylon. hanger. shoulder pad. and ejector unit deformations are
nitglected.

De-tailed deselopmeni for the present report is confined to the Ditch plane4
be.nding and store pit .h dynamis case For small pitch angles a linear set of
kmnat'c 3nd dynamic equations for the sto.-c ejection phase is ontained. SampleA
computation-% are given for two stores and Constant aircraft pull-uip rates. A 4-f,
pull-up prodi'c-s the greatest structural deformations. flowcvcr. the pull-aap maneuver
alone: affect% the ej:ction. pitch rate :vld velo-citl to a great-t extent than the
;!ructiral d formzation. A break een rKoir., occurs or smaller pull-tip rates. For the
pit..h btnding case. flexib-lily probabl% act-otint, !or no n.j)rc than a )Ot eseviation
from the rivid tuse. 3l~b!t ffects tne cction angular rate more %ignificantly.
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I. INTRODUCIlON

Structural flexibility has long been suspected as being a factor affecting the

ejection phase dynamic response of stores released from Multiple Ejection Racks
iMER). Reference 1. which provides a good summary of the problem areas of store
separation. contains several qualitative references to fltxibie MER effects.
Reference 2 considers 'he effect of rack deformation on ejection velocity from a
simple energy consideration for a uniform cantilever beam with a half sine pulse
ejector force. Reference 3. considers a simple one degree of freedom model for a
bomb rack and separating store with steip function ejector force.

The objective of the present report is to approxirzIate the structural dynamic
response of the MER ejector beam and the ejection phase of store separation in
more detail, Dctailed deveopmeit will be limited to an aircraft pulling up at a
constant ,ate. pitch plane bending. and pitch plane motion of the released store.
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II, STRUcTURAL I)YNAMIC M1I)1)I*L OF i MR EJIC'TOR DEAM

Viurv I i,4 Li sclivhnllli or it NIER 7 or 9 ejector ham, The following
seWluviLie o' .vWiity descrilhs mosl ofr the pertinent ujection phuse phenomena,
aigoviLted wilii a Iile rack, which o ucir lirter hook opening:

i) The In.carrihau we ght, acceleration, and aerodynaml- loads, associated with
it relesed store, tire removed rrom an Initially deflected MIR beam,

(2) The ejection rorce displaces the store until the ejector root is extended
=ihotil 3 2S inches, Sinmultineously it recoil force acts on thw ejjvtor unit,

(3) Tihe Mill beam de'ekts awa y fron, its Initial position. This changes the
position of lhe eJector foot relutivt; to the store, For a single store or
long tim,:.Interval string relense flextbility contributes to a lower ejection
velocity, lower ejection pitch rate and an Induced rolling moment, For a
ripple or salvo mode the beam i s Initially in motion and release
pltenoiiia Lrta very miuch diperefnt on the release Ilteurvl.

In li",gure I tire shown coordinate systems used, x, y, z is ia righthanded
ioordinate system ejint.dded in the rioid MER beam. x coincides approximately with
it neutral axis, x and z tire purallel to the aircraft symmetry plane, X, Y. Z Is
parallel to x, y, z and embedded In the rigid aircraft Frame with origin it the
initial rigid, (%g., lo-ation of the .tore being released, x', y', z' is a right-handed et
or store body coordinates.

M jor atssumptions and ratures or the model are enumerated below: they
render the problem tractaibe u nd, hoperully, physically repretentative.

(1) Wing, pylon, hunger, shoulder pad, and ejector Unit deformations are
neglected.

(2) Coreolis and cvntripetal accelerations induced by deformation are neglected,

(3) "Bernoulli" beam pitch and yaw deflections are allowed for the MER
beam. Toryional deformation is assumed to Induce no longitudinal stresses,
Longitudinal oscillations' are neglected.

(4) Lug connections from the parent rack to the MER are assumed to be
pinned. Parent rack iway brace reactions are assumed to he spring forces,
It Is assumed that sway braces do not break contact with the MER during
deformation (questionable for the AERO-7A rack),

2~
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(5) Static and dynamic aeroelastic forces on the MER are neglectcd due to
lack of experimenta data.

.6) Kineriatics of the ejecting foot and in-carriage storz c.g. are computed
irom beam deflections and rotations at beram-ejector unit connection cross
seciions.

(7) For a given cartrdge, a single ejection f:r .e-time function is assumed for
all store loads. Ej,:ctgr force dynamics %,re assumed to be independent of
beam -notion.

(8) Beam rouon acceleratio,, aircraft accelerati-,n, ejectior force, and
aerodynimic loads for in-car, iage stores are translated intO beam loads by
statically determinant computations.

(9) For the application: give., all store.s in-carriage are identical.

A short s-ick release of stores will not deform the pylons -no '.vingo greatly.
For a larger number of stores released this assumption must be ree'amined. Some
• the a'isumptions involving structural deformations, mass distributions, and
.inematics cculd I,e improved if t'upporting experimental data were available.

A. Influence Coefficients

Tie MFR beam we:ghs about 210 pounds. More than half of the beam
weight is concentrated betv. :en the ejector uit support cross sections. Flexibility is
more important for heavier stores. Hence, the ratio of effective beam to store mass
is expected to be 1/5 or less and therefore, the beam mass distribution need not be
specified with reat accuracy. Therefore, only deflections at a relatively f:w cross
sections such as those caumerated !-10 in Figure 1 need be considered.

For the AERO-7A parent rack at !he sway brace cross sections

Fz = -k " (1)

For unit focces placed at a collocation point (not including lugs where
deflections are zcro) deflections are computed at -all collocation points (force
flexibility coefficients). For unit couples, placed at ejector unit and lug connection
cross sections. deflections are computed at the collocation points (moment flexibility

4



coefficients). Additional assumptions are neglect of shear deflection and a constant
Value of second moment of' area between collocation points or between collocation
points ant lug-. Couples are due to horizontal forces and contribute less to
weflections than vertical forces.

A general equilibrium equation may be written as

(X, = j C(x,,)pQ,td + X CMikM k  (2)
k= 1,6

0

p, and M include inertial, gravity, maneuver and aerodynamic forces.

B. Natural Frequencies and Normal Modes A

P, is now decomposed into distributed and concentrated forces. The integral for
distributed forces is replaced by a numerical approximation (trapezoidal nle is
adequate). ( d2 j +e

S V C m- 2 +F + i 'Mik k (3)
J= 1A .i d k=.

The set of equations (3) are Known as collocation equations (see for instance
Reference 4). i or j indices refer to collocation points. The aft ejector unit support
points are at i =n 1 , or k =1.2. Lug connection points are at k = 3.4. The
forward ejector unit support points are at i= j n n.n 6  or k = 5.6. m are
effective concentrated masses at the collocation points. Fi are net vertical forces at
a cross section. Mk are net couples and are due to horizontal forces.

It is convenient to choose an unloaded horizontal beam subject to only its own
weight as a reference condition. F may be further broken down into concentrated
and distributed contributions

F = rjlg(1 - cos 00 )+ 0V 0 I + F, (4)

F is zero except at the ejector unit support points. The concentrated forces at the
supp,-at points are dae to loads on the individual stores.

A
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In Figure 2(a) is shown the lorce Nvtein assumed to act on a centerline store
and hanger supports removed as a free bod) from the MER bea:im. The hangers and
ejector unit are not shown. only the forces aid points of atlior

The :'ssumption of a pinned connection with equal horizontal forces at the
hanger-beam connection point icnder, the computation of f . zc¢" and fca
',aticall determinant. From noment and force eq.4ilibrium

" = T ,-,

S (F xf+%I +F Z )/x

lc7 ZC f YC XCch

f't= (FcXa - Myc F xZc)x (5)
zC aFx MYC FXC /Xh

In Figure 2(b) is shown a sideview of the force system acting on a shoulder
station store. Again from equilibrium

f%, = FxS4
fza= IFzX + F Fx(Z- Az/2) + M Il/xh

f = IFzx - F8 (Z - Az/2)- M I /xh (6)

Support point net forces and moments are given by equations like

F f +2f

M = M z fx + (2z + Az)f (7)

After ejection is initiated the centerline store forces of a separating store are
replaced by the ejection force and (5) is replaced by

f =0

(t= FYt(Xt xCI/xh

f C= -F(t)(x3 + 'c)/xh (8)

6
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ie :ouples it tile Li.s arc ei~en by

M.F I +j +2(F 3  XF4 ) + FX 1  Q

Thus far tile se~s %)I -'Iu:tioni f(049) are valid for all store loads. Some of the
store!. and hence loads iz he jb-;ent.

Inertil loads at th1)e s tor -e.g. must be defined in ord:r to complete
formuilation of tile characteristic equatio'ns.

It is assumed that th-, store and ejector unit assume the angular attitude of thle
,ecant of the deflection :c.-r~e between support cross sections. For a~ centerline sto*.

ix + 1)

-~ M"(\ i

(XQ + xf)

- (10)

Shoulder ntation equations are similar with Z_ replaced b) z . The horizontal
acceleration contributes least to the natural frequency.

Substitution of the !,et%- of equations (0410) into equation (5) with only
inertial forces actin- yields a homogeneous set of equations of the form

- ' dt2

The ecigrnvalue problem is given by

NZ, 2:K mZ z (2)

9



k i ilot %nunctriL .!.-d lleiC the fordilation is non scif-adjoint The
~h j.,:C ri t I C:AdiIoii CoCttkieilis arc obtained b y applicat~on o f the

(U~i~Ikiili0z:oei. (Referent-e -5 A good first iteration for the dominant
~ -i i S~l~eer\theorem ( Reference 5). The eigenvector for the

r n k. tzi 13)

a14

A. in K i i j Zin (4

XmlZ Z =0 t 15) 5

C- 1)yanii. Responst: of MER Beam to Stoi, Release

Vicrfeen, condition from which the deflection is compOuted is the
horizontal MI-R bcami uinder its own weight. Normally only in-carriage airloads are3
a'ailiblic (airborne or wind tunneli for the store abOut to be released. However.
i-cirriaev airioad-' for al; store.s for a given release condition were -tvailable for theI
A-71) from LIV for the M-l117 bomb (Reference 6). If nl-1 airloads are available
ior the store about to be releasedl. the reference condition must be the deflected
position Just prior to release.

lntremental load%, due to static aeroclastic deformation pre not conlsidered.
llowe--cr. the detormiation is -.on-sidered when the ;nitial angle of attack of the
released -,Tore wizh the free stream is e:orpulcd for the ejection phase. It is assumed
thit during the ejection phase the irloads- on stores remaining in-carriage do notI
clianwee. Static mleasuremlents of ;n-cic airloads indicate fairly largedf rn

betwten a six-b-Inib and five-bomb configuration or more generally between an
\-homb and N-I-bomlb config-iratvirt. Conceivahly, transioent in-carriage loads~ could be
mneasured b% in-carrage balance-, Thlese dynamic loads would be due to MEiR beam
vibratlions and released ;torc traiati- in through the interference near-flow field.



Without any cxperwitnent.| data a~ailable the transient between ,tativ" conditions
would hay,." to be as'umed Such constdcrtions have rot been applied h re.

Tht: general equations of motion r.ay be w-itten as

Vd
2 tib

1I :+ KI m - Kc F %O-r L 0i0)

I , j dI I

L is th ... utior due to constant air. zravi:y. and maneuver loads.

Xi ci-,aector expan ion vs assumed (truncated at N nodcs) A

1' = "In(tjgin(| 
;

nI 1.N

Sub.titution of (17) into (16) with application of (15) yields

.1i T = rZl 1. - F¢(tJ C mZ 1 nK 11'I1"i.+ nT M 1z-

tIS) is readily ,-oved as

Tr = T (0)Tco,t +-Tr (0) + miZinL(I - cosw.t)Tn'  Tn() c. (.)nt+ sin Wnn W, I = I S. M n

+ mKC 7 ( sin wn(t- r)FC l& (19)

M n J

, _______.____ J
',(0 )m,Z i

T2) = 00

l; i.,

.. 1
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'quitloun Qi) and (17) gine the h-ain respons. to stre rlease and ejection force.
v. :io.- ero on. lor th- ripple cawc. [lhe response is computed for aboit IOU

nluit1uon:d- nd 'torcd tor l-,t.r comhiation with store dynamics during thL
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MI. EJECTION PI!ASE STORE DYNAMICS

A. I-jcctioji Kincinaics

Kmcamlti.L-.' of tile - zorc and ~~runit zir. computed relative to Th.- X. Y. Z
coordinate %%' 4m. gcrntr,% is showr in Figure I

f arid a a:-, thelii- x pmtt, --- -;ov.n in Figure 2. 0 and 0, aze ~.iIanides.
p I!. . point on 11we Nottom Nulice of th'e ejector un:: where the piston fo-it --xits.

pi : hc rigid -..as loCation .). point p. pp' rema.:in- perpendicitlar to the becttomn
'.utac ~thle cewaor unit-

The point p oordJialatc-, are. giv~en ab

X X+ L x

z - .1Q-, 1I
V p ~

initial condition-i for thle s;orc .are given b

01~(O) = dtO)

X'(0) = Z( O1

0 (O) = C (O)

U, O) = 2 40,(0

-IO (0)- -(x ,cxOI

Subsequent value-- of Xand Z, are governed by &c y mc of store scwparatior.
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The lci-with ot thi: pi!.ton *thu'w (pp' i' Piven by

Z Z +O0(X-X (3-

The ior~~e momnit .±rm :sizvcn b'

b- Eccuo I-qatios o Motion -r. X. Z Coord3inates

In Fieutrc 4 n. 5hown some additinal velocity ved-or and geometry informtion.

II
MIu + qw I -; Sr % -,gin 0+ F t o-O 0

M,;w- qu oQ 'SC .+ Mco-,O+-Ffti 

R;'=Q'SD [Cut + Cl -i=F (t) (2

L -

D~urng ejection the aiircraft xelocit% magnitude remains at VO. The aircraft is pulling
tip at j constant angular rate 0 It is assumed that the angle of attack. 0,of the
X axis remains ccfltant.

Velocities of the store relative to the X.Z coordinates ame introducedI

ii = V cos%+bz 0+Zi+U~

w = V sin ao- bxo- Xb + W (26)I

From kmnmaticN one can obtain in addition

15
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ol + q'd:+ 04 .0)

u' = u zosB0 - wsin80

w' = wLosO + usznO0

= 2 .cpsO0 -a 1 sinO0

- co- 0 in0C

Ir ti. rsunw.d that thc atnflP-YnamK octKm a... ~n by a .sml curbatzon
ti-r zn-ca-rrnv, ee tiw-i-

c A -c =cos

A Dz

aac%
+ l -cfl l- Iaz

lazt

Tmc r-~ar dmv.zrnwes a.-- no; rc-dui .. -z-cl or thcorcucali pa-diict In

3=pzicatzon' C.3 r-d C arc frc tiek-vlues. the Z de-rir~t.arc zc-o To gtni I
apwroximnhaoa



,,2  = ' .2  V2 +2 cos o0  U J

2Vt +o(<.ol) V2

VI

Ma = Ma.c

Q', Q0

Lt
°=0  U 0-ov

sin 0 -.sin 00 + Cos 00(6gt + 0S)

cos 0 ,os O0 sin 0o(t + 0S) (29)

In addition

ax - wsO+Us+Ow

az = -U0 +W i (30)

Equations (26)-(30) are applied to the set of equations (25) with retention of first
order terms.

= -0(2W s + Voa 0 -x 0 ) QOSCD_ Fn0  QOSCNO0s
6 , -6 2M O ( x g sin 00 +

MaC aCr CmD. 1

FC 0 J
BO0: QoSDC o+(a -ao)--" +-Z + -- 0 eX. ¢(ZZ)az -V° (0+0).

(31)

18
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. . .. __...__-__... ._ + - - - =__ - - __ --- --- -.- ,__ .- 2_ -

Solutiar. of equation (31) begins with initial conditions (22). Computation ends
when the sjector has-reached its end of stroke.

St = 2 (32)

The ejection velocity is defined as the store c.g. velocity vector at the end of
stroke relative to its initial velocity vector. Components of the ejection velocity
along and perpendicular to the initial velocity vector are

W W, - Vot,

Ue  Us  (33)

W is normally what is called the ejection velncity since U, 4 Vo.

19
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IV. APPLIED COMPUTATIONS

1he model developed in the sets of equations (1)-(33) was programmed for
the CDC 6700 with general input variables. Specific applications are indicated below.

A. MER Structural Dynamic Data

Stnctural and geometric ..ita were taken from References 7 - !1. The
configuration chosen was a MER rack shifted completely forward. Parent rack was
the MAU-9 (lugs a.id say braces essentially in the same plane).

Eight colocation points are taker. at x locations x = 0., 1.08, 2.77, 4.65.
54S. 7.60. 8.90. and 10.58 feet. Ejector unit connection points are at x = .08,
.. 7,. 8.90. and 10.58 feet. Lu e connections are at x = 3.81 and 6.31 feet. For

collocation points on the strongback, I was computed as 43.1 in4: for other points
27.7 in4 . The elastic modulus for aluminum alloy 7075 is E = 10.4 X 106 psi.

Effective weights at collocation points (in corresponding order to x points above)

were estimated as 5.43, 36.01, 36.79, 9.94, 9.94. 15.41, 38.28 and 34.13 lbs. Other
pertinent geometric data are V, = .35. z. = .479, z, = -. 259, z, = .252,
z,= -. 198. Az = .2375. xP = .6875, x. = 5., and xh = 1.6875 ft. The remainder
of the data are dependent on the configuration.

One check on the structural model is a comparison of a nose deflection
computation with data from Reference 11. The configuration is 3 M-I 17 bombs
forward and 2 shoulder M-1 17 bombs aft.

Test loads are taken from Refercn'e 10. Loads on the forward stores are

Fz,. Fz, = 6.57 X 103 lbs, Fx, = Fx, = -1.76X 103 lbs., and
MyT = Mys= 5.31 X 103 in-lbs. Loads on aft stores are Fz, = 6.54 X 103 lbs,
Fx ,  - 1.76X 10' lbs. and My, =- 7.61 X 103 in-lbs. Geometric data from

References 7 and 12 are xC = .025, z. = 1.25, z = .703, and D = 1.333 ft.
Computation yields 2.8 inches for the nose deflection as compared tc 3.i inches
from Reference 11. This indicates that the structural model is at least r-presentative

of the MER in pitch plane bending.

The ejector forcing function used is a mean curve for data for the Mk 2-1
cartridge taken from Reference 8. The forcing function compared with the original
data is reproduced in Figure 5.

.20
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B. Applications

Sample computations were made corresponding to 0 -300. ma = .9,
and an altitude of 10000 ft. Corresponding air densitites and speed of sound are
based upon the ICAO standard atmosphere. The pull-up rate was varied between
0 = 0 and 0 = .1 iad/sec (about a 3.9 g normal accelerction).

As indicated previously, complete in-carriage aerodynamic data were
ivailable only for the M-1 17 (103 tail) bomb. Store inertial data from Reference 12
are M. = 824 lbs. and B = 1609 lb-ft2 . Aircraft aerodynamic data were for an
A7-D aircraft. The rack was located on the center wing pylon. Neighboring pylons
were unloaded. Inboa,1J and outboard shoulder in-carriage pitch plane aerodynamic
loads were averaged to obtain equivalent pitch plane loads. The initial angle of
attack of the ah -raft reference line was assumed to vary linearly with 0 from 3.5*
at 0 = 0 to 100 at 0 = .1 rad/sec. Angles of attack of the store are obtained by
sub:racting 3' (see fo- instance Reference 13).

Beam response was computed for a 6-bomb configuration and an aft
centerline release with 0 = .1. Because of the short distance from the rear lag to
the ejector unit, deflections were small and induced velocities at the forward
centerline store c.g. were small (.2 ft/sec maximum). Hence. flexibility for aft
centerlinc releases was considered negligible. Induced ripple effects were also
concludec to be negligible for this case. The remain;ng computations were made for
a 5 boml configuration a.id a forward centerline release.

Fne field aerodynamics were obtained from References 12. 14 and 15.
CN 0 and Cm were estimated from local slopes at the initial angles of attack.

Three modes werc "sd to compute the MER beam response.

For the M-I l' bomb computations were made for 3 cases

(i) Flexible MER with variable 0.

(2) Rigid MER with variable 0.

(3) Rigid MER with 0 0 but the came ,tial angles of attack as for M1)
and (2).

Nominal ejection velocity for the M-117 from Reference 8 is about 6.4 ftlsec.
First and second mode frequencies were computed as 44.3 and 68.9 rad/sec. In
Figurc 6 is plotted the flexible MER ejection velocity, We  (Case (1)). and
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Contributions due to maneuver and flexibility. Contribufion due to pul!-up rate is
la',eked (AW. , W. 14. onrbtion due to flexibility is labeled

LI, = .W Figure 7 is a plot of angular rate. qc (case (1)),
cas j =ui.r andv' q,.1 The numerical subscripts refer to the

F-or the M-I i7 flexibility decreases the ejection velocity due to aerodynamic.
e-jector. and P-ravit% forces b' some 8.7 percent at 0 = 0 aad lesser amounts for
increasing pull-up rates. Note that !he -effect of pull-up rate alone is significant. For
about .017 rad 'isec maneuver and flexibility effects are about equal. Figure 7 shows

that the ejection angular rat-, of the store is affected to a much greater extent by
flxbrt (30 percent for .1) ! L n this case. the angular rate maignitude is
decrea,;ed or the elffect of initial disturbances is alleviated.

C'omputations were also rivide on a hypotheticai 300 lb, I omb in order toI
investigate effects of fI'exibilitn arid mancm-er on a more lightly loaded beam. The
bomb was as-timed to hiave the same aerodynamic coeffients and values of xC as
the M.-1 17 bomb. Input variabkie which are different than the M-1 17 case are
B = 600 !b-t 2 . D) = .75 ft. z .948 At. z:r.d ,=.497 ft. From Reference 8 Che
nominal t-jection vekicit'. is about 9.2 fsc.Frequencies of the first two modes are

71.9 and 113 radsec.

-- Fiizrures (8) and (9) show that the miant-s:ver contribufiion is still significant forI
the more lightly 1--aded MI:R beam.

A
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V. CONCLJDING REMARKS

A mod.el his been devloped which gies reasonable estimates of the effect of

maneuvcr and MER flexibility on store ejectior conditions for pitch plane motion.
It appears that the ejection velocity is decreased by no more than i0 perc_,nt for

the hlcatest store%. However. tile ejection angular rate due to interferenceI
aert-d.nanic-. ejector forcc, and gravity is significantly affected.

In future work. it is hoped that results will be substantiated by experimental I
data on store k.nemitics ar.d MER structural dynamics.

It is planned to extend this study to yaw plane and torsional deformation andIi\-degree-offrccdon motion. Yaw plane value of stiffness are about half that of 4

tile pitch plane. Parent rack swa bracing is relatively weak (especially for the -
A-RO-7 racki. lience. it i- anticipated that the effect of MER deformation is more
important for Shoulder station releases.

I
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

B Pitch momnent of inertia of store (slug-ft 2 )

c Speed of sound ('t/sec)

C A  Axial force coefficient

CD  Drag coefficient

CDO In-carriage drag coefficient

C f Force flexibility influence function (ft/Ib)

Cf ij  Force flexibility coefficient matrix (ft/lb)

Cm Pitch moment coefficient

Cmo In-carriage value of Cm

Cm ( Pitch damping coefficielit

Cik Moment flexibility coefficient matrix (lb- )

Normal force coefficient

CNO In-carriage vlue of CN

D Store reference diameter ift)

Fe C Ejection force (Ib)

f X x component of force reaction at hanger-beami connection point for a
ccnterline MER station (Ib)

F Xc X component of force acting at centerline store c.g. (Ib)

fx V% Similar to fXC for shoulder station (ib)

Fx% Similar to Fxc for shoulder station (Ib)

F x1 Fx efor aft station (lb)
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FX 2  Fx o for forward station (Ib)

FX 3 Fx, for aft station (Ib)

FX F for forward station (Ib)

FZ  Concentrated part of F. (lb)
Fz  z component of total force acting at a MER beam cross section (lb)

FZa Fz at an aft end of an ejector unit (Ib)

FzC Z component corresponding to Fx, (Ib)

fzca z component of force corresponding to fX for aft connection (lb)

f. Cf Similar to fzca for forward connection (Ib)

F7 j Fz at jth collocation node (lb)

F j F/ at jth collocation node (Ib)

FzS Similar to Fze for shoulder station (lb)

fIta Similar to ,ca for shoulder station (lb)

fz~ Similar to fcf for shoulder station (Ib)

g Acceleration of gravity (ft/sec 2 )

I Second moment of area of MER beam cross section (ft 4 )

k Sway brace spring constant (lb/ft)

Kei Flexibility matrix associated with ejector force (ft/lb)

Kii Flexibility matrix assooiated with beam acceleration (ft/lb)

QBeam length (ft); number of beam collocation points

Qpt Piston throw length (ft)
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Li Deflection vector associated with time independent forces (ft)

Ma Mach number

Ma 0  Initial Mach number

Ma Couple at a ft ejector support (ft-lb)

M, Couple at forwa~rd ejector support (ft-lb)

i Effective mass at ith collocation node (slugs)

M k Couple at kth node (ft-lb)

Mka Similar to ML for aft lug cross section (ft-lb)

M I' Similar to MQ for forward lug cross section (ft-lb)

M11 Z miZinZi

M Store mass (slugs)

Myc Moment acting on centerline store (ft-lb)

My S Similar to MYc for shoulder store (ft-lb)

N Number of modes in , expansion

P'. Load distribution on MER bean lb/ft)

q' Angular rate of store (rad/sec)

Q Dynamnic pressure (lb/ft2 )

QU Initial Q (lb/ft2 )

S irD2 (ft 2 )
4

t Time (secs)

te Ejection time (sees)
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T11 Time function associated with nth mode

U X component of velocity of store (ft/sec)

u1' x' component of store velocity (ft/sec)

U,. Component of ejection velocity parallel to initial aircraft velocity (ft/sec)

U, X component of velocity of store relative to X, Y, Z origin (ft/sec)

VP Store velocity magnitude (ft/sec)

V0  Aircraft velocity magnitude (ft/sec)

w Z component of velocity of store (ft/sec)

w' z' component of store velocity (ft/sec)

W Similar to U. for perpendicular component (ft/see)

WS Similar to U. for Z direction (ft/sec)

x Longitudinal axis along MER (ft)

x P Longitudinal store body axis (ft)

X Axis parallel to x with origin at initial rigid e.g. position of store (ft)

x.a Initial x distance from store c.g. to aft ejector unit support (ft)

Xf Similar to X for forward support (ft)

xC Initial x distance from piston to rigid store c.g. (ft)

Xh = Xa + xf

x x distance from aft support to ejector foot (ft)

X, X location of point on bottom surface of ejector unit adjacent to piston
foot (ft)
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X location ot store e.g. (t)

x0 x distance from aircraft e.g. to in-carriage rigid e.g. of store (ft)

Z Axis perpendicular to x f ft)

Z Axis perpendicular to x' (ft)

Z Axis perpendicular to X (ft)

ze z distance from bottom of MER beam to initial store c.g. (ft)

Z. z distance from bottom of MER beam to bottom of ejector unit (ft)

nth mode vector

A

Zin nth adjoint mode vector

Zk z distance from neutral axis to lug (ft)

Zp Z component corresponding to X (ft)

:"0 z correspondent to x0 (ft)

zt  Distance from neutral axis to bottom of MER beam at ejector unit (ft)

z2 Similar to z,. but distance to upper shoulder support it)

oa Store angle of attack (rads)

%io Initial value of at (rads)

Az z distance between shoulder supports (ft)

Beam deflection at aft support (ft)

'r Beam deflection at forward support (ft)

Deflection at ith collocation node (ft)

0 Store elevation angle above horizontal (rad)
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0 Constant pull-up rate of aircralft (rad/sec)

00 Initial elevation angle of store (rad)

0, Angle between x' and X axis

X Eigenvalue (sec/rad)

X11 nth eigenvalue (see/rad)

p Air density (SlUg/ft 3 )

P0  Initial p (slug/ft3 )

- r (rad)
X h

con Frequency of nth mode (rad/sec)
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